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in instant guitar, fujita begins with an overview of the
tools he uses to teach his students. this includes the

five phases of learning, as well as the student's
responsibility in choosing the right approach. for each
part of the book, he focuses on a particular aspect of
playing, such as scales, chords, ear training, and so

on. but it's the way he teaches the concepts that
make the book special, and that's what makes it so
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valuable for any guitarist. in instant guitar, fujita
begins with an overview of the tools he uses to teach
his students. this includes the five phases of learning,
as well as the student's responsibility in choosing the

right approach. in any case, the book is highly
recommended for all aspiring jazz guitarists. tomo has
also worked with such artists as barry manilow, johnny
guitar watson, jeff beck, robin clark, natalee, and the
band guitar hero. he's written for all the major guitar
publications, including guitar player, premier guitar,

and music educators journal. he has recently taught at
many of the top music schools in the u.s. and japan,
and continues to teach private lessons in new york

city. the title of this book comes from an article
published in jazz guitarist which tomo sent to me and i
then used in this book. accelerate your playing pdf is

the first guitar book i had published. may 1999
recorded and mixed the audio for the accelerate your
playing series produced by rittor music for the berklee
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press. the four video series features berklee college of
music professors tomo fujita (guitar), dave limina
(keyboards), larry finn (drums) and anthony vitti

(bass). filmed at alien flyers studio, nyc.
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professor tomo fujita shares his proven method for
improving the essential skills required to play with

other musicians and to freely express yourself on the
guitar. this dvd offers easy-to-understand exercises
and demonstrations that can be applied to all levels
and styles. topics covered include: scale and picking

exercises interval and ear training rhythm studies
stylistic grooves: blues, swing, jazz, r&b, and funk.

includes 80-page accompanying instruction booklet.
ake your playing to the next level as tomo fujita

shares his proven method for improving the essential
skills required to play with other musicians and to
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freely express yourself on the guitar. this dvd includes
easy-to-understand exercises and demonstrations that
can be applied to all levels and styles. topics covered
include: scale and picking exercises interval and ear

training rhythm studies stylistic grooves: blues, swing,
jazz, r&b, and funk. includes 80-page accompanying
instruction booklet. 55 minutes. take your playing to

the next level as tomo fujita shares his proven method
for improving the essential skills required to play with
other musicians and to freely express yourself on the
guitar. this dvd includes easy-to-understand exercises
and demonstrations that can be applied to all levels
and styles. topics covered include: scale and picking

exercises interval and ear training rhythm studies
stylistic grooves: blues, swing, jazz, r&b, and funk.

includes 80-page accompanying instruction booklet.
55 minutes. tomo fujita earned his degree from

berklee college of music, where he has been teaching
since 1993. he has developed a great reputation as a
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master private teacher, as well as a crowd-pleasing
performer who has shared the stage with the likes of
phil collins, bassist darryl jones (miles davis, sting,

rolling stones), ronnie earl, and mighty sam mcclain,
just to name a few. he has also enjoyed a stint in the
tony award and pulitzer prize winning musical rent.
tomo tours and teaches clinics annually throughout
japan and is the author of the instructional video,

accelerate your guitar playing (berklee press, 2001).
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